THE GANDHI IN ME

October 2nd, 2019 marks the 150th birthday of Mahatma Gandhi. Every Indian or every individual for that matter, need to reflect upon the life of this great philosopher, thinker and action leader that India could produce and ponder on inspiration to be drawn and transformational learning for the SELF. Taking a close look at the life and philosophy of Mahatma and dedicating ourselves to the nation through an internalized learning is the most cherished gift we can offer as a tribute to this leader.

IQAC, University of Kerala, would like to compile an edited volume on learning and inspiration drawn from the life of Mahatma Gandhi. We invite entries from students, researchers, teachers, administrative officials including Statutory officers, Senate and Syndicate members and employees on how the Mahatma influenced them through a notable Gandhian philosophy, Gandhian thought, practice or experience and key learnings drawn in their life. Initiate entries on 2nd October 2019, 150th birthday of Mahatma Gandhi.

“Happiness is when what you think, what you say and what you do are in harmony”- Mahatma Gandhi

Guidelines

- Identify a notable event in the life of Mahatma Gandhi.
- Link the same to a philosophy, thought or value that it highlights.
- State how the same inspired you.
- What was the ultimate learning?

Entries to be confined to 500 words written in English, Hindi or Malayalam.

Last date for submission: 12th October 2019.

Best Entries would be awarded.